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ABSTRACT

Launch vehicle dynamics modeling is quite challenging
mainly because of the highly interconnected disciplines in-
volved: propulsion, aerodynamics, structures, mechanisms,
and GNC among others. Discipline experts perform their
respective design often independently and with separate ded-
icated tools. Consequently, during launcher preliminary
design studies, numerous iterations are required in order to
keep mission objectives synchronized.

These preliminary design efforts can potentially be re-
duced by using a multidisciplinary launch vehicle model
integrated in one single tool. Because this allows to reduce
the number of iterations and the associated costs, a launch
vehicle multibody dynamics modeling framework is a key
technology to aim for.

Dedicated developments of multidisciplinary modeling
tools for launch vehicle multibody dynamics have been pre-
sented in the relevant literature. However, none fully profits
from an object-oriented, equation-based, and acausal mod-
eling language like MODELICA. As yet, such an approach
is still missing. It is therefore the objective of this paperto
introduce such an alternative approach employing this mod-
eling framework.

This framework enables object-oriented and physics-
based modeling of subsystems and components related to
most key analyses of a launcher system. These include
among others: launcher configuration, staging and separation
dynamics, end-to-end trajectories, performance, controlla-
bility and stability. Moreover, all this can be done within a
single simulation environment.

The paper gives an overview on the first building blocks
leading to an integrated and multidisciplinary tool for launcher
preliminary design studies. Particularly, its easiness ofim-
plementation is demonstrated along with the benefits of this
approach.

Index Terms— launcher systems, multi-domain model-
ing, multibody dynamics, ascent, performance, trajectory.

Nomenclature
m instantaneous mass
c.m. instantaneous center of mass
I inertia dyadic of the system
r inertial position ofc.m.
v inertial velocity ofc.m.
a inertial acceleration ofc.m.
ω inertial angular velocity of main body(R)
α inertial angular acceleration of main body(R)
P generic particle of a variable mass system
B boundary of a variable mass system
rp position fromc.m. to P
vr velocity ofP relative to the main body(R)
n unit vector normal toB
ρ density
Sx cross-sectional area of nozzle exhaust exit
Pz atmospheric pressure
h altitude
ve effective exhaust vehicle
ISP specific impulse
g0 standard acceleration due to gravity
q dynamic pressure
M Mach number
vrel relative speed
Sr reference area
l characteristic length
α angle of attack
β sideslip angle

1. INTRODUCTION

For the several architectures and configurations to consider
and optimize at preliminary design studies, several launch
vehicle models with varying levels of scope and complexity



are necessary.

In that sense, launch vehicle dynamics modeling is quite
challenging mainly because of the highly interconnected
disciplines involved: propulsion, aerodynamics, structures,
mechanisms, and GNC among others. Discipline experts
perform their respective design often independently and with
separate dedicated tools. Consequently, during launcher pre-
liminary design studies, numerous iterations are requiredin
order to keep mission objectives synchronized.

Preliminary design efforts could potentially be reduced by
using a multidisciplinary launch vehicle model integratedin
one single tool. Because this allows to reduce the number of
iterations and the associated costs, a launch vehicle multibody
dynamics modeling framework is a key technology to aim for.

Early efforts on the subject of launch vehicle dynamics
modeling were carried out by NASA during the 60’s and 70’s
given the importance to study stage launch vehicle separa-
tion [1, 2, 3]. This led to the development of their generalized
trajectory simulation, guidance design, and optimizationsoft-
wareProgram to Optimize Simulated TrajectoriesPOST [4],
and its more recent follow-up, POST2. For multibody dy-
namics, TREETOPS[5, 6] was conceived based on Kane’s
equations, and followed by the more recent CLVTOPS, both
featuring capabilities for multiple flexible body dynamic sim-
ulation, separation analysis, and liftoff clearance analysis [7].

On the European side, early efforts on multibody dy-
namics for space applications were also carried out for over
30 years by the European Space Agency (ESA) with their
Dynamic and Control Analysis PackageDCAP [8, 9, 10].
It provides capabilities to model, simulate, and analyze the
dynamics and control performances of coupled rigid and
flexible structural systems subject to structural and spaceen-
vironmental loads. More recent efforts for developing and
consolidating knowledge in launcher dynamics [11, 12], led
ESA to develop a launcher multibody dynamics simulator
using DCAP as a backbone [13]. This tool has been adapted
to meet typical requirements of the ESA Concurrent Design
Facility (CDF) environment.

Many other proprietary and commercial tools, like AS-
TOS developed by Astos Solutions GmbH, are relevant to the
launcher modeling and simulation literature, but the extensive
list of tools and solutions is not covered here.

Noticing that multidisciplinary modeling is becoming
increasingly important for launch vehicle design and simula-
tion, and that none of these previous dedicated developments
fully profits from an object-oriented, equation-based, and
acausal modeling language like MODELICA; the objective of
this paper is to introduce an alternative approach employing

this modeling methodology. This approach comes with the
first building blocks leading to an integrated and multidisci-
plinary launcher vehicle dynamics modeling tool.

A brief description of MODELICA as a modeling method-
ology is given; then an object-oriented and physics-based
modeling framework is introduced; followed by a basic
mathematical description of a launcher multibody dynam-
ics model; and finally an application example is presented,
outlining the key benefits of this approach.

2. MODELING METHODOLOGY

2.1. MODELICA

MODELICA [14, 15, 16, 17, 18] is a modern object-oriented,
equation basedmodeling language well suited to model
complex physical systems containing, e.g., mechanical, elec-
trical, power, hydraulic, thermal, control, or process-oriented
subsystems and components.

Models in MODELICA are described using differential, al-
gebraic, and discrete equations which are then mapped into a
mathematical description form called hybrid DAE (Differen-
tial Algebraic Equations). A DAE system on its implicit form
is generally expressed as

F
(

ẋ(t),x(t),u(t),y(t),ρ, t
)

= 0 (1)

where ẋ are the state derivatives,x the state variables,u
the inputs,y the algebraic variables,ρ the parameters and
constants,t the time variable, and the dimensiondim(F) =
dim(x)+dim(y). Systems are then solved and simulated by
MODELICA simulation environments. When these systems
are represented in the DAE implicit form, they can be solved
directly by a DAE solver such as DASSL. Alternatively, the
system can be sorted out according to specific inputs and out-
puts and mapped into an explicit ODE (Ordinary Differential
Equation) form by solving for the derivatives and the alge-
braic variables, and then subsequently solved numericallyby
an ODE solver. The process and details of MODELICA’s code
compilation is out of the scope of this paper.

2.2. Main features [18]

In contrast to imperative languages, in which statements
and algorithms are assigned in explicit steps, MODELICA

is declarative, meaning that declarations are given through
equations. These declarations most often describe model’s
first-principles at their lowest levels without explicit orders or
how to compute them, hence why MODELICA is said to be
equation based. By means of specialized algorithms, these
declarative models are translated into efficient computer exe-
cutable code. This allowsacausalmodeling capabilities that
give better reuse of classes since equations do not specify a



certain data flow direction. This is therefore one of the most
important features of the language.

MODELICA is domain neutral. In other words, it hasmul-
tidomain modeling capability, meaning that model compo-
nents corresponding to physical objects from several different
domains can be described and connected. This interaction
between components is defined by means of physical ports,
called connectors, and the interconnection is given accord-
ingly to their physical meaning. This meaning is typically
represented by flow variables, which describe quantities
whose values add up to zero in a node connection (Kirch-
hoff’s first rule); and by non-flow (or potential) variables,
which in contrast remain equal (Kirchhoff’s second rule).

MODELICA is anobject-oriented language. This helps
to model systems and their physical meaning within an
object-oriented structure, facilitating the reuse of compo-
nent models and the evolution of the structure itself. Thus,
object-orientation is primarily used as astructuring concept
which exploits the declarative feature of the language, as well
as the re-usability of models.

MODELICA has a strong software component model with
constructs for creating and connecting components in amod-
ular fashion. Systems’ individual components are defined
separately as objects, and their interconnection is given ac-
cordingly to their physical meaning. Thus the language is
ideally suited as anarchitectural description language for
complex physical systems.

3. MODELING FRAMEWORK

A framework for the physical modeling of conventional and
non-conventional launch vehicles is presented here. In con-
trast to the classical signal-based approach, where systems
are mainly considered and modeled as signal processors with
a fixed causality, this approach employs an acausal approach
where systems exchange energy, see Figure 1. In there, the
connectors in the acausal approach represent a physical inter-
action where an energy balance is applied.

3.1. Main features

The framework consists of a structured andobject-oriented
architecturewhich enable combinations of several sets of sys-
tem and subsystem models, themselves built and composed
into components and interfaces corresponding to different
physical domains (mechanical, electrical, structural, control,
etc.) and therefore described from their first principles with
the MODELICA language.

Refering to Figure 2, given a particular study definition
(3-DOF/6-DOF performance, stability and controllability,
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Fig. 1. Classic approach vs. acausal approach.

optimization, etc.) of a preliminary design phase, the first
step of the framework is to obtain all necessary data and spe-
cific requirements of the study in order to properly generate
a particular launch vehicle model. Once the key subsystems
and disciplines interacting are properly identified, a multidis-
ciplinary launch vehicle model integrated in one single tool
is used to generate study results. For this reason, this toolis
quiteversatile.

In this sense, subsystems of a launch vehicle, as well
as the launch vehicle system itself can be modeled within
a single simulation environment, and without necessarily
implementing coupling interfaces to other specialised tools.
This allows the capability of performing end-to-end launch
vehicle trajectory simulations as it will be shown in the appli-
cation example.

To provide application-specific capabilities, the generic
functionality of the framework can be tailored and ex-
tended by additional user-specific code. For instance, the
framework may include databases, pre-processing and post-
processing scripts, several MODELICA libraries, interfaces to
commercial software like MATLAB &SIMULINK (available
for instance in DYMOLA ), combination of multibody and
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Fig. 2. Overall picture of the framework.

FEM [23], and application programming interfaces (APIs) to
other tools.

The framework implementation is based upon the exten-
sion of theDLR Space Systems Library, introduced in [19],
in order to enable object-oriented and physics-based model-
ing of subsystems and components related to launch vehicle
system dynamics.

The main feature of the library is theWorld component.
It defines basis coordinate systems such as the Earth Centered
Inertial (ECI) and the Earth Centered Earth Fixed (ECEF) co-
ordinate systems, and manages calendar and Julian times.
Most notably, it provides capabilities to instantiate multiple
gravity models of different kinds of complexity, up to the
most precise EGM96 gravity model [26]. Moon and sun per-
turbation terms to the gravity models are also available. The
library also contains state-of-the-art space environmentmod-
els like the NRLMSISE-00 atmospheric density model [27].

This library builds upon theModelica Standard Li-
brary [20], the Modelica MultiBody Library [21], the DLR
Flight Dynamics Library[22], theDLR Flexible Bodies Li-
brary [23], theDLR Visualization Library[24] and theDLR
Optimization Library[25].

4. MULTIBODY DYNAMICS MODEL

Typically, a multibody system is described by a collection of
bodies and their interactions.

The interactions, representing physical coupling of the
bodies, can be described as rigid connections between frames

(Section 4.1); joints representing motion constraints (Sec-
tion 4.2), useful for meaningful physical joint models (pris-
matic joints featuring, e.g., spring-damper actuators); or even
special elements describing more complex dynamic behavior
like joint motion and separation dynamics (Section 4.3).

Bodies are represented by their physical properties (mass,
moments of inertia, etc.) and a collection of frames locatedat
special points of interest (center of mass, joint locations, ref-
erence points, etc.). Their translational and rotational dynam-
ics are described depending on the physical nature of the sys-
tem and their components, for instance, Newton-Euler equa-
tions of motion in the case for rigid body models. Here, vari-
able mass systems are described by Kane’s equation as ob-
tained by Eke [28] (Section 4.4).

4.1. Frames

Recalling the concept of acausal connectors of Figure 1-(b), a
frameconnector from MODELICA’s Multibody Standard Li-
brary [21] is a coordinate system fixed to a model component
with a cut-force and a cut-torque as flow variables, and with
a position and an orientation object as non-flow variables.
Subsequently, mechanical components can be interconnected
together rigidly at this frame.

The dynamics of a frameA is completely described by its
generalized position̂rA, velocity v̂A, acceleration̂aA, and



force f̂A, respectively

r̂A =

[

rA
RA

]

, v̂A =

[

vA

ωA

]

,

âA =

[

aA
αA

]

, f̂A =

[

fA
τA

]

,

whererA, vA, andaA are the absolute position, velocity, and
acceleration of the frameA with respect to an inertial frame;
RA, ωA, andαA the attitude direction cosine matrix, abso-
lute angular velocity, and angular acceleration of the frame
A with respect to an inertial frame; andfA, τA the resulting
forces and torques at frameA [29].

For rigidly interconnected frame connectors, say frames
A andB, and as mentioned in the modeling methodology sec-
tion, the kinematic quantities related to the non-flow variables
v̂A andv̂B are equal to each other, whereas the flow variables,
cut-forces and cut-torqueŝfA and f̂B in this case, sum up to
zero [29, 21]. This is due to a powerP balance constraint
considering that no energy is stored:

∑

P = 0 = f̂TAv̂A + f̂TBv̂B (2)

4.2. Joints

Specific joint interconnections in multibody dynamics are
very useful to interconnect mechanical systems featuring a
non-rigid and physically-meaningful joint motion.

For that, consider ageneralized joint coordinateq allow-
ing certain motions between two framesA andB, and its
associatedgeneralized joint forceλ. Because of the newly
allowed motion, additional relationships between the con-
nected frames are necessary. These are given as functions
of q (and possiblyq̇) and in terms of the relative quantities
between the frames [29].

The corresponding description between the connected
framesA andB can be determined similarly as before from a
power balance constraint because no energy is stored in such
an ideal joint

∑

Pi = 0 = f̂TAv̂A + f̂TBv̂B + λT
Aq̇ (3)

In that sense, the dynamics of a the joint is also completely
described by its related generalized quantities. Since theele-
ments ofq̇ are independent from each other, the last expres-
sion leads to a constraint equivalent to d’Alembert’s principle,
see [29].

4.3. Automatic joint loads computation

For launch vehicle staging and separation dynamics, joint
models for both physical connection and separation between

bodies are required.

This can be done with MODELICA by automatic joint
loads computation [35], which is applied to each of the
connected bodies prior to their physical separation and re-
leased for their subsequent and independent motion. This is
the principle behind theConstraint Force Equation(CFE)
methodology, developed by NASA for similar kinds of stud-
ies [30, 31, 32].

The CFE methodology is a highly intuitive method con-
sisting in the computation of joint loads, namely internal
forces and torques, caused by joint constraints; along with
their application as external forces and torques on each body
independently. In consequence, the CFE joint model simply
augments the external loads of the system [31] as shown in
Figure 3. The constrained equations of motion of two rigid
bodies (A andB) connected by a single joint (pointA in body
A and pointB in bodyB) [30, 31] are

mA r̈A = fextA + f conA , (4a)

IA ω̇A + ωA × IA ωA = τ ext
A + ρAf

con
A + τ con

A , (4b)

whereρA is the position vector from the mass center ofA to
pointA, the point at which the constraint force is applied. The
similar equation applies for bodyB, giving so far 12 equa-
tions out the 24 unknowns. Another set of six equations can
be obtained as

f conA + f conB = 0 (5a)

τ
(con)
A + τ

(con)
B + (rB̄ − rĀ)× f conB = 0 (5b)

whererĀ = rA + ρA andrB̄ = rB + ρB . For relative trans-
lation and rotation constraints ande being unit-vectors of the
corresponding (A orB) body-frame, it is required that:

(rĀ − rB̄) · eA = 0 (6a)

eA · eB = 0 (6b)

To couple Eqs. (6) with the equations of motion, these must
be differentiated twice with respect to time so that the re-
sulting relationships involve the unknown linear and angular

Fig. 3. CFE diagram. Illustration credits: [30].



accelerations. In other words, the six missing equations are
given by the followinggeneralized constraintequations of
the joint, g̈ = 0, whereg represents the non-differentiated
constraints in Eqs. (6).

To improve the accuracy of the joint loads solution, which
is sensitive to computational error and initial joint misalign-
ment, the generalized constraint equations are augmented
with theBaumgarte stabilization[33, 34, 30, 31] as:

g̈ + 2ηġ + η2g = 0, η > 0 (7)

As demonstrated in [35], the manual differentiation of
Eqs. (6) and their coupling with the equations of motion can
be avoided altogether in MODELICA since this is done auto-
matically by the declarative feature of the language.

4.4. Dynamics of variable mass systems

Launch vehicles are systems involving considerable changes
in motion as well as in mass (and therefore inertia). The extra
loads due to the variable mass effects must be included in the
formulation of the dynamic equations of motion.

Consider for instance a solid rocket motor, a system that
loses mass while subject to dynamical motion, and which at
any given instant of time is a mixture of both a solid rigid
part (R) and a fluid part(F ) due to products of combustion.
These are delimited by the boundaryB.

The dynamic equations of motion for these kind of sys-
tems as obtained by Eke [28], and established with Kanes’s
formalism, are summarized here. In [28], it is claimed that
these are identical to those obtained by other authors usinga
Newton-Euler formulation.

The translational equations of motion are given by

ma = fC + fL + f thr + fext (8)

with

fC = −2

∫

B

ρ(ω × vr)dV,

fL = −
(R)d

dt

∫

B

ρvrdV,

f thr = −

∫

S

ρvr(vr · n)dS,

wherefC is the Coriolis force,fL the system’s linear mo-
mentum decrease rate relative to the closed surfaceB, f thr

the thrust vector force, andfext the sum of all external forces
about the current center of mass of the system, respectively.
The left superscript on time derivatives indicates that the
derivative is to be taken while the reference frame is kept

fixed.

Concerning the thrust vector force, whenevervr · n can
be approximated relatively well at the nozzle exit plane, the
surface integral can be evaluated in closed form [28]. Using
the effective exhaust velocityve = ISP g0, a model of the
thrust force considering atmospheric losses is given by

f thr = ṁISP g0 − SxPz(h) (9)

The attitude equations of motion are given by

Iα+ω×I ω+
(RdI

dt

)

ω = τC1 +τC2 +τH +τ thr+τ ext

(10)
where

τC1 = −

∫

B

ρ[rp × (ω × rp)](vr · n)dS

τC2 = −

∫

B

ρ
[

ω × (rp × vr)
]

dV

τH = −
Rd

dt

∫

B

ρ(rp × vr)dV

τ thr =

∫

S

ρ(rp × vr)(vr · n)dS

τC1 is the so-called jet damping,τC2 is due to the Coriolis
effect and can be neglected for axisymmetric motion as well
as for negligible internal flow,τH represents the rate of de-
crease of the system’s angular momentum insideB, τ thr the
moment of the thrust vector about the mass center, andτ ext

the sum of all external moments about the current center of
mass of the system.

Notice that ifvr is zero everywhere, then the Newton-
Euler equations of motion for a rigid body are recovered. In
general, depending on the nature of the propulsion system and
its corresponding shape or assumed burn profiles, these terms
can be further simplified and further evaluated in closed form,
see [28]. In this way, these loads can be included explicitly
in the formulation of the dynamic equations of motion of the
corresponding element of the vehicle so that their effect can
be included in dynamic analyses.

To conclude the main mathematical formulations, aerody-
namic forces and moments can be generally expressed in the
body-axis frame as

faero = −q SrCi(h,v, α, β, ...), (11)

τ aero = q SrlCj(h,v, α, β, ...), (12)

whereCi (for i = C, Y , andL) andCj (for j = l,m, andn)
are the aerodynamic drag, side force, and lift coefficients,re-
spectively. Finally, the expressions for the dynamic pressure,



Mach number, and relative speed are given:

q = 1
2ρ v2 = 1

2γPz(h)M
2,

M = |vrel| /vs(h),

vrel = v − ωe × r

5. APPLICATION EXAMPLE

An application example for a 3-DOF open-loop point-mass
launcher model featuring stage separation dynamics is pre-
sented here.

Separation dynamics is simulated with the automatically
obtained joint loads satisfying the CFE constraints. The re-
lease device is simulated with a linear cutting charge model,
and the separation mechanism with the use of retro-thrusters.
Properties for this launcher model are taken from the VEGA
launcher users’s manual as shown in Table 1. Parameters not
available were assumed with best guesses.

Table 1. VEGA User’s Manual Data (2006)

Property Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3

Length [m] 11.2 8.39 4.12
Diameter [m] 3 1.9 1.9
Gross mass [kg] 95 796 25 751 10 948
Propellant mass [kg] 88 365 23 906 10 115
Thrust (S/L) [kN] 2261 1196 225
Isp (Vac) [s] 280 289 295
Burn time [s] 106.8 71.7 109.6
Ignition time [s] 0 115 195
Separation command [s] 108 188 -

At t = 106.8 s, the first burn is completed and the first
stage is separated att = 108 s. Then after a few seconds, at
t = 112 s, giving enough time for clearance aspects, retro-
thrusters are actuated to further separate the first stage from
the remaining composite. The sequence is similar for the
second stage, where the retro-thrusters are commanded at
t = 190 s, a few seconds after the second stage separation.

Figure 4 presents the stages’ altitude (normalized), rel-
ative velocity (normalized), and acceleration during their
connected motion as well as during their subsequent separate
flight motion.

Results shows that the automatically obtained joint loads
satisfying the CFE methodology constraints successfully
models the launcher system during its connected flight mo-
tion. This demonstrate the capabilities as well as the ease of
use and implementation under the proposed framework by
taking advantage of MODELICA’s modeling methodology.
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6. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

The objective of this paper was to present an object-oriented
and equation-based acausal modeling approach as the first
building blocks leading to an integrated and multidisciplinary
tool for launcher vehicle dynamics modeling with MODEL-
ICA.

Based on MODELICA language as the modeling method-
ology, we provide a framework which enable object-oriented
and physics-based modeling of subsystems and components
related to most key analyses of launch vehicle system dynam-
ics. To demonstrate its benefits, a launch vehicle multibody
dynamics model is described and implemented within this
framework as described with introductory mathematical for-
mulations. Its easiness of implementation is done with an
application example.

Future work will be dedicated upon extension of this
framework by adding more capabilities, featuring for instance
the interconnection of flexible bodies, dedicated algorithms
for GNC sizing and design, and most importantly, for op-
timization studies concerning trajectory, stage sizing, and
performance among others.

Moreover, this launch vehicle modeling and simulation
framework could in fact support a vast number of use cases
across a launcher program life cycle. These may include not
only preliminary design phases, but also activities concerning
detailed system design, software and component verification
and validation, etc.
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